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CEO & Cofounder
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Trust! The Magazine of Trust Across America—
Trust Around the World

What is TRUST! Magazine
TRUST! is a digital magazine dedicated to helping
leaders and organizations build long-term trust.
http://trustacrossamerica.com/magazine.shtml

What do we mean by trust?
Trust is built through:
VISION: An understanding that building trust into an
organization’s DNA will lead to long-term profitability.
CULTURE: Instilling the values, principles and beliefs
essential to building a foundation of trust.
LEADERSHIP: The implementation of trust strategies
that separate great leaders from their competitors.
ACTION: The key actions that characterize a commit-
ment to building stakeholder trust.
TRANSFORMATION: The newly adopted behaviors
that build high trust and collaboration.

By producing this magazine in digital format, we
can expand our offerings beyond just articles. Each
edition may include instructional videos, links to
interviews, photos and many other features not found
in traditional print magazines.

We hope you find the presentation of our content
both valuable and interesting. We always welcome
your suggestions for ways to improve.

Barbara Brooks Kimmel

A NOTE FROM THE EXECUTIVE EDITOR

Organizational trust is a key driver of long-
term success, but often leaders mistakenly
assume that to earn trust, a company need
only be profitable.

This issue of TRUST! Magazine honors our
7th annual Trust Across America Top Thought
Leaders in Trust. Those whose work helps
foster organizational trust.

We hope you choose to recognize the impor-
tance of organizational trust as a business
imperative and share this free resource with
others.

Barbara Brooks Kimmel, CEO & Cofounder,
TRUST! Magazine
While there are many “top” lists and awards, none specifically address trust — perhaps because the word itself presents a definitional challenge. For seven years Trust Across America has been working with a growing team of experts to study, define and quantify organizational trust.
The Purpose
During the course of our research, we have met with and spoken to hundreds of business leaders, researchers, academics, consultants and media representatives across a variety of professional disciplines who, when their efforts are combined, help create trustworthy organizations. As our understanding of trust deepens, so does our pool of exceptional candidates. Many of the honorees are familiar names from the rosters of CEOs and leadership experts, while others are quietly working behind the scenes. Our intention is to recognize the efforts of those whose work contributes to elevating societal trust.

This year marks the 7th annual Trust Across America Top Thought Leaders in Trust, and we continue to be impressed by the nominations and “new” names that are brought to our attention.

This year we also honor seven additional colleagues with a Lifetime Achievement Award and a special emblem. These exceptional individuals have received our recognition for five years, and each honoree has taken time to answer the question “What does trust mean to you?” You can find out in the pages that follow.

The seven 2017 Lifetime Achievement Honorees are:
Elaine Cohen
Richard Edelman
Deb Krizmanich
Roy Reid
Davia Temin
Linda Fisher Thornton
Robert Vanourek

The Methodology & Judges
After the close of our 8-week nomination period, our judges reviewed and compiled our final honoree list. After a rigorous process it was determined that 100 is no longer a magic number. This year we honor 83 outstanding individuals. Our goal has always been to extend this special recognition only to those who “walk their talk.”

The results have been tabulated and we believe the 2017 honoree selection is undoubtedly our highest quality and best yet, with the greatest number of global CEOs and business leaders.

In the tradition we began in 2014, we dedicate our 2017 Top Thought Leaders to Warren Bennis, an American scholar, organizational consultant and author, widely regarded as a pioneer of the contemporary field of Leadership studies.

2017 Top Thought Leaders in Trust

Patricia Aburdene: A world-renowned speaker, author and advocate of corporate transformation. @paburdene

Barton Alexander: Principal of Alexander & Associates LLC, helping individuals, teams and organizations to achieve meaningful and sustainable change. @BrewerBart

Dave Anderson: President of Anderson Leadership Solutions and a Bronze Star decorated combat veteran, Dave speaks and writes on character, trust, and other topics in leadership. @DaveAnderson88

John Baldoni: Leader chair at N2Growth who is always focused on moral, ethical, lead-by-example leadership and trust. @johnbaldoni

Eric Barker: A writer best known for his popular blog Barking Up the Wrong Tree, often focusing on the subject of trust. @bakadesuyo

Richard Barrett: an author, speaker and internationally recognized thought leader on the evolution of human values and culture in business and society. @BarrettValues

Art Barter: the Founder, CEO, and president of Servant Leadership Institute (SLI), an organization focused on training and coaching leaders, teams and organizations on why and how to become servant leaders. Art also is the owner and cultural architect (and former CEO) of Datron World Communications, Inc. @Art_Barter

Bob Bechek: Winner of the Employee’s Choice Award on Glassdoor, Bob is the Worldwide Managing Director at Bain & Co. @bechek

William Benner: President and Principal of WW Consulting, Inc., an entrepreneurial, human resources, leadership consulting and coaching business promoting trustworthy behaviors.

Marc Benioff: CEO and founder of Salesforce, Mark is grounded in the values of his company starting with the trust of their customers and also employees. @benioff

John Blakey: During the past 13 years, John has helped over 120 CEOs/MDs from 22 different countries achieve their goals, often through elevating organizational trust. @blakejy

Donna Boehme: As Principal of Compliance Strategists LLC, Donna has advised a wide spectrum of private, public, governmental, academic and non-profit entities on organizational compliance and ethics. @DonnaCBoehme

Hank Boerner: Chairman of the Governance & Accountability Institute. Hank’s approach is to educate leaders on the three pillars of Aristotle’s method. @gainstitute

Denotes Lifetime Achievement Award Recipient
What does trust mean to Me?

By Elaine Cohen

Trust defines relationships – personal and professional. It’s the most basic currency of our interactions. When trust exists, relationships thrive and positive outcomes are possible. When trust is eroded, relationships are eroded too. In a business context, the value of trust is often underestimated. Because we can’t count trust in the same way as we can count money, products and other tangible outputs of business, we are often unappreciative of the role trust plays in making it all possible. But we must never forget that business is built on relationships… when trust is present, relationships work and positive outcomes are possible.

Alain Bolea: Founder of Business Advisors Network integrating self-awareness, mutual understanding, emotional and cognitive intelligences into business practices. @BizAdvisorsNet

Roger Bolton: Chairman and President of the Arthur W. Page Society, and the Page Thought Leadership Committee, Roger co-authored the Page Society’s report on Public Trust in Business. @RogerBolton

David Brock: The CEO of Partners in Excellence a consulting and services company. His blog often addresses issues of and solutions for elevating trust in organizations. @davidabrock

Lea Brovedani: A facilitator and speaker, for the past 15 years Lea has been working with clients across Asia and North America delivering programs that increase trust in the workplace. @LeaBrov

Richard L. Cassin: A former law firm partner, Richard is the founder of the FCPA Blog, serving as both its publisher and editor-in-chief, and often focusing on organizational trust, ethics and integrity. Elaine Cohen: Joint CEO of Beyond Business Ltd a CSR consulting and reporting firm, aiding in the development of responsible businesses. @ElaineCohen

Mark Coleman: President of Convergence Mitigation Management, Mark is a writer, communicator, and strategist on the nexus of trust and innovation, technology, sustainability, and business. @TheSustainGen

Doug Conant: The former CEO of Campbell Soup, Doug founded Conant Leadership, a mission-driven community of leaders and learners who are championing leadership that works in the 21st century. Doug frequently writes about trust. @DougConant

Randy Conley: Global Trust Practice Leader at The Ken Blanchard Companies. Randy consults with clients to help them develop more trustworthy leaders and business practices. @RandyConley

Louis Coppola: Cofounder of the Governance & Accountability Institute, Louis is a corporate advisor in key areas of citizenship, responsibility, sustainability and ethics. @LouisCoppolaGAI

Brian Cornell: CEO of Target since 2014, one of Trust Across America’s Most Trustworthy Public Companies in 2016, Cornell’s work has focused on rebuilding customer trust in the brand.

Stephen M.R. Covey: A keynote speaker and advisor on trust, leadership, ethics, and high performance. @StephenMRCovey

Peter Crow: Through his corporate governance and strategic management research, Peter advises boards and directors internationally on corporate purpose and strategy. @petercrow1

Trust is an implicit promise to do the right thing. The Great Recession has changed our expectations of companies; financial performance and famous CEOs are now table stakes. Now it is engagement and integrity that enable stakeholders to trust an institution. The dispersion of authority, away from the elites and toward self-reliance, is best expressed by the rise of “a person like you” as the most credible source, twice as trusted as a CEO or government leader. There is greater trust in social media and search than in mainstream media, on the basis of speed, authenticity and crowd-sourcing. Trust is tangible and personal, leading to brand loyalty and to preferred employer status. Today, the state of trust in the world is dire, with a growing divide between the attitudes of elite and mass populations. The loss of trust is linked to a dark view of the future, of lost jobs and diminished income. Trust is the central challenge for this generation of leaders.
What does trust mean to Me?

By Deb Krizmanich

Trust, for me, means confidence. Confidence comes from understanding how we make decisions, review options, choose strategies, develop programs, improve processes and execute projects in our organizations. Understanding how the principles and values leveraged in making decisions are consistently applied from the executive suite to the front line and across departments. Decision making principles such as constructive vetting, igniting conversations of candor, mandating 360 degrees of perspective, engaging the right subject matter experts and seeking diversity builds confidence and eventually trust.

Trust comes from knowing decision processes are designed to uncover risk, minimize conscious and unconscious bias and groupthink and identify valuable outlier insights. Confidence is built when the organization values critical thinking and innovating confidently within a well-voiced risk appetite. Trust is not developed by communication alone. The principles and values must be embedded in the everyday decision processes of the organization instilling confidence, which, in time, becomes the tipping point for trust.

Trust is not about democratizing decision-making; it is about transparently living what the organization values and expects in its decision-making processes from all stakeholders … from the Board of Directors, to the executive suite to the front lines. With confidence, comes trust.

Mark Crowley: A leadership consultant and speaker, Mark’s mission is to fundamentally change how we lead and manage people in the workplace. @MarkCCrowley

Ben DiPietro: An editor/reporter at the Wall Street Journal covering risk & compliance, Ben often writes about organizational trust. @BenDiPietro1

Elizabeth Doty: The founder of Leadership Momentum, Elizabeth is an author and coach who writes about and studies how companies can improve their ability to keep their commitments. @Elizdo

Natalie Doyle Oldfield: a keynote speaker, consultant and trust thought leader who advises companies on how to build and strengthen trust. @DoyleOldfield

Robert Easton: well known for his contributions to building trust based relationships in business, Bob is Chairman and Senior Managing Director of Accenture Australia and New Zealand.

Richard Edelman: President and CEO of Edelman the world’s largest public relations firm. Richard is perhaps best known for the Edelman Trust Barometer. @richardedelman

Jed Emerson: An internationally recognized thought leader in sustainability and sustainable finance, impact investing, social entrepreneurship and strategic philanthropy. @BlendedValue

Cathy Engelbert: The CEO of Deloitte LLP, Cathy is an advocate and spokesperson for trust and integrity in business. @CathyEngelbert

Richard Fagerlin: Founder of Peak Solutions, Richard has devoted the last ten years to the rebuilding, repairing and reclaiming of trust through his work in leadership development and organizational transformation. @RichardFagerlin

Mark S. Fernandes: As Chief Executive Officer of Capitalism 2.0, Inc., and Chairman of the Board for George Mason University’s Center for the Advancement of Well Being, Mark pursues his passion for changing the way we work for the better. @MarkSFernandes

Leslie Gaines-Ross: Weber Shandwick’s chief reputation strategist. Leslie is one of the world’s most widely recognized experts on reputation—how reputations are built, enhanced and protected. @ReputationRx

Robert Galford: A managing partner of the Center for Leading Organizations. Listed as one of the 100 Thought Leaders on Corporate Boards, Rob is the co-author of The Trusted Advisor and The Trusted Leader. @RobertGalford

Mary Gentile: Creator of “Giving Voice to Values,” Mary is an expert on ethical decision making, and author of Giving Voice to Values: How To Speak Your Mind When You Know What’s Right.
What does trust mean to Me?

By Roy Reid

Trust is the promise we were created to keep. At the core of our existence are our relationships for which trust is both the foundation and nourishment. We are responsible for earning, cultivating, repairing and restoring trust to ensure they are fulfilling, productive, and profitable.

Everything we say or do contributes to the level of trust people have in us. Too often people assume trust is present in the relationship and fail to invest the time and energy necessary to fortify the relationships with which they have been entrusted. Therefore we must take responsibility for trust.

Equally important, we must be able to expect the same level of engagement and commitment to trust from those around us, as they affect the belief and perceptions others have in us.

Finally, fear is the enemy of trust and must be confronted in our relationships and ourselfs. Those who are richly trusted are likely those that are most courageous and able to make a difference in the lives of those around them.

Bill George: Harvard Business School Professor and former CEO, Bill is the author of several best-selling books and speaks frequently on the subject of trust. @Bill_George

Daniel Goleman: psychologist and award-winning author on emotional intelligence, Daniel frequently writes about the role of trust in leadership and organizations. @DanielGolemanEI

Charles H. Green: Leads Trusted Advisor Associates. Charles is the author of Trust-based Selling and co-author of The Trusted Advisor and The Trusted Advisor Fieldbook. @CharlesHGreen

Nadine Hack: CEO of beCause Global Consulting, she has advised Fortune 500 companies, heads of state and other global leaders or organizations on clarifying and achieving their goals. @NadineHack

Ellen Hunt: the Senior Vice President, Audit, Ethics & Compliance Officer for AARP, the largest membership organization in the world. Ellen joined AARP to assist the organization with establishing its Ethics & Compliance Program. @EthicsIntegrity

Gary Kelly: CEO/Chairman of Southwest Airlines and one of Trust Across America’s Most Trustworthy Public Companies in 2016, Kelly believes in building a customer trust bank.

TK Kerkstetter: A former Chairman of the NY Stock Exchange, TK now runs Boardroom Resources LLC, a consulting, education and media company that works with boards to improve their effectiveness. @BoardResources

Barbara Brooks Kimmel: The CEO of Trust Across America – Trust Around the World. Both the program and it’s FACTS™ Framework measuring the trustworthiness of over 1500 US public companies has gained worldwide recognition over the past eight years. @BarbaraKimmel

Jim Kouzes: The Dean’s Executive Professor of Leadership, Santa Clara University, and an award-winning speaker. According to Jim, “Trust is the central issue in human relationships.” @Jim_Kouzes

Deb Krizmanich: Founder of Powernoodle a company that helps people collaborate in a way that fundamentally drives business results via trust and integrity. @Powernoodle

Holly Latty-Mann: The President and co-founder (with the late Dr. Jim Farr) of The Leadership Trust®. Holly specializes in facilitating leadership workshops with a self-awareness focus. @Doc_Holly

Gary Lister: Director of Career, Technical and Post Secondary at the Georgia Department of Corrections, Gary devotes himself (over 1.5 million hours) to help prepare offenders to return as trustworthy members of the community.

What does trust mean to Me?

By Linda Fisher Thornton

Trust is a powerful relationship and a catalyst for organizational success. This carefully tended relationship removes worries about where we stand with others, propelling us into the creative space where we can be at our very best. I remember learning the most from the leaders I trusted, and producing some of my best work in the safe environments they created. Trust doesn’t just transform the experience of individuals. When robust, it also creates positive ripple effects that transform organizations. Trust fuels many of the world’s greatest leaders and team achievements because high trust teams are able to achieve what seems impossible. Trust is easily damaged by a “wait and see” approach that assumes people are untrustworthy until proven otherwise. The trust relationships that produce high team achievement are reciprocal and must be built over time for mutual benefit. Ethical leaders extend trust to others, making the trust relationship a priority, and protect their teams from negative interpersonal behaviors. When people work in a high trust environment, they experience the freedom and space to excel that leads to nothing less than organizational magic.
What does trust mean to Me?

By Davia Temin

Truth is in short supply these days, and so trust is too. Without truth, trust is at best evanescent, and at worst, impossible. And without trust, our institutions, our electorate, and our very way of life turn cynical, self-dealing, narcissistic, unreliable, and unstable.

But in this “false news” climate, where no one knows who or what to believe, trust cannot thrive and mistrust predominates. When political candidates can lie with impunity and not be held accountable, it is a short step until all other institutions do the same, and trust is permanently abrogated.

Trust forms a solid ground for well-informed, strategic, analytical, compassionate, and wise action. This is where our world so clearly needs to go, yet, right now, it seems to be going in the opposite direction.

After Maslow created his hierarchy or triangle of human needs — Physiological Needs, Safety, Love/Belonging, Esteem, and Self-Actualization — he believed there was another need that topped them all: Self-Transcendence. Self-Transcendence means that one does things counter to one’s own best interest, for the best interest of society, for the greater good. That is where trust lives, that is where trust must live — at the top of the triangle.

I fear we are beginning to descend the triangle as opposed to climbing higher, though. And this is what each of us who is driven by trust in our business world, in our political world, and in our personal world, must work to reverse. Now. ■
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What does trust mean to Me?

By Bob Vanourek

To me, trust means going first in extending trust to others. Not naïve trust, but smart trust where I start out with a reasonable degree of trust in you, and we build more or less trust in each other depending on your responses to me. Trust means being respectful of others, even those with different points of view. Trust means being open and vulnerable, willing to show I don’t have all the answers and am willing to learn. Trust means recognizing that life, business, leadership are all about relationships, and that alone I can accomplish little, but together we can achieve so much. So, building trust is an imperative to leading a wholly satisfying life and to leading others well, where we achieve goals that could not be achieved without trust in each other. To me, it is important to keep trust visibly on our mutual agenda, constantly asking each other, “Does what we are doing here build trust with others or not?” With trusting relationships, I am leading a life of integrity. Some of the sweetest and most profound words I will ever hear are “Bob, I trust you.”

Tom Patterson: As the Chief Trust Officer for Unisys, Tom is responsible for all cyber and physical security products, consulting and managed services, and solutions globally. The common thread to his career is building and projecting the trust that is necessary to compete. @TomTalks

Rajeev Peshawaria: CEO of the Iclif Leadership & Governance Centre Rajeev has been striving for the last 20 years to increase trust in leadership. @RajeevPeshawaria

Roy Reid: a leading authority on trust, public relations and marketing, Roy is the Executive Director of Communications for Adventist Health System’s Florida Division. @royreid

Richard Rosenbaum: Executive Chairman of Greenberg Traurig, a unified international law firm. Richard’s focus on high quality, excellent service and the collaborative, respectful and empowering culture lead to his establishing the firm’s Commitment to Excellence (CTE) program. @RARosenbaum_CEO

Bill Sandbrook: The President & CEO of US Concrete, Inc. A West Point graduate and accomplished business and community leader. What Bill finds most rewarding is watching his employees grow and reach their true potential. In recognition of his efforts at Ground Zero, Sandbrook was named the Rockland County, NY Business Leader of the Year. @USConcrete

Carol Sanford: A consultant to both Fortune 500 and new-economy businesses for more than 30 years. Carol believes that business can and will play a major role in creating a better world. @carolosanford

Michael Scher: Senior editor of the FCPA Blog. Mike has over three decades of experience as a senior compliance officer and attorney, having worked for major companies in New York and the Middle East. His writing often covers organizational trust as a component of compliance. @FSonnenberg

Howard Schultz: CEO of Starbucks. In this video Howard describes the future of corporations and their trust imperative. @Starbucks

Jeffrey Seglin: Lecturer of public policy and director of the communications program at Harvard Kennedy School, writes “The Right Thing,” a weekly column on general ethics. @jseglin

Frank Sonnenberg: An award-winning author, board member and consultant, he blogs at FrankSonnenbergOnline. @FSonnenberg

Jeffrey Sonnenfeld: the senior associate dean of executive programs as well as the Lester Crown Professor in the Practice of Management for the Yale School of Management, as well as founder and president of the Chief Executive Leadership Institute, a nonprofit educational and research institute focused on CEO leadership and corporate governance. @JeffSonnenfeld

Patrick Sweeney: Director of the Center for Leadership and Character at Wake Forest University, having served over 29 years in the US Army, retiring as a Colonel. His applied research on the 3 Cs of trust has gone well beyond the battlefield, whereby corporate research today continues to cite his findings.

Davia Temin: The Founder of Temin and Company. Davia is a marketing, media and reputation strategist, crisis manager and coach who frequently writes about the role of trust in business. @DaviaTemin

Jeffrey Thomson: President and CEO of the IMA, he is considered an expert on risk management, and a global thought leader in the emerging area of GRC - governance, risk and compliance.

Linda Fisher Thornton: A leadership development consultant, Linda’s focus is on building high-trust work places where employees can do their best work. @leadingincontxt
Robert Vanourek: The Founder of Triple Crown Leadership, Bob is co-author, with his son Gregg, of the award-winning Triple Crown Leadership: Building Excellent, Ethical and Enduring Organizations. @TripleCrownLead

JV Venable: Author of Breaking the Trust Barrier, JV is a retired US Air Force Colonel who has turned around troubled teams, leaders and their organizations. @JVVenable

Curtis Verschoor: Following a successful financial career as the corporate controller, Curtis is a founding member of the Institute of Management Accountant’s Committee on Ethics who often writes about trust.

Bruce Weinstein: a speaker and trainer who has devoted his life to teaching and promoting trust in businesses around the world. Bruce writes for FORTUNE, and in 2016 he was appointed to the Society of Corporate Compliance and Ethics Blog’s Editorial Board. @TheEthicsGuy

Robert Whipple: The CEO of Leadergrow Incorporated, Bob is a nationally recognized consultant, author and teacher, and an expert at helping organizations build higher levels of trust. @RWhipple

A “do it yourself” solution for professionals and organizations interested in elevating trust, ethics and integrity.

**Trust in a Box Starter Kit**
- Assessment: Self assessment to understand the role and foster trust in your organization
- Book: Trust Inc. Strategies for Building Your Company’s Most Valuable Asset
- Trust Poster: Six copies of our 2017 Trust Poster: 52 Dos and Don’ts to Foster Organizational Trust
- Alliance Membership: Six months trial membership in the largest global alliance whose mission is to help enhance trust in organizations.
- Cost: $149.00   Order Here

**Trust in a Box for Business Leaders**
- Assessment: Self assessment to understand the role and foster trust in your organization
- White Paper: State of Trust in Corp America 2016, a research based publication of Trust Across America
- Books: Trust Inc. Strategies for Building Your Company’s Most Valuable Asset
- Trust Poster: One dozen copies of our 2017 Trust Poster: 52 Dos and Don’ts to Foster Organizational Trust
- Trustlets™: Through group discussions, gain a deeper understanding of the role of trust in organizational strategy. These mini case studies foster dialogue to apply theoretical ideas and practical trust experiences to real-world cases.
- Alliance Membership: One-year membership in the largest global alliance whose mission is to help enhance trust in organizations.
- Cost: $325.00   Order Here

**Trust in a Box for Teams**
- Assessment: Self-assessment for each team member to understand the role and foster trust within the team and the organization.
- Books: Trust Inc. Strategies for Building Your Company’s Most Valuable Asset
- Trust Poster: One dozen copies of our 2017 Trust Poster: 52 Dos and Don’ts to Foster Organizational Trust
- Trustlets™: Through group discussions, gain a deeper understanding of the role of trust in organizational strategy. These mini case studies foster dialogue to apply theoretical ideas and practical trust experiences to real-world cases.
- Alliance Membership: One-year membership in the largest global alliance whose mission is to help enhance trust in organizations.
- Cost: $325.00   Order Here

**Trust Across America’s 2017 Top Thought Leaders in Trust**
Join our Trust Alliance: http://trustacrossamerica.com/cgi-bin/alliance.cgi

Meet Some of our Friends: http://trustacrossamerica.com/team-friends.shtml

Read about our Upcoming Events: http://trustacrossamerica.com/events.shtml

Learn about America's Most Trustworthy Public Companies: http://trustacrossamerica.com/offerings-companies.shtml


Access our free Building Trust Reports: http://trustacrossamerica.com/building-trust-reports.shtml

Read our Blog: http://trustacrossamerica.com/blog/

Watch our Trust Talks Video Series: http://trustacrossamerica.com/talks.shtml

Access the largest living online Trust Bibliography: http://trustacrossamerica.com/trust-bibliography.shtml

Trust Across America-Trust Around the World publishes an award-winning book series and for more options, visit our Reading Room.

INVESTING IN INTEGRITY

Our proprietary FACTS® strategy identifies high integrity companies with strong leadership, core values and ethical cultures.

Our Registered Investment Advisory offers individually managed accounts providing our clients a trust and transparency bridge between Main Street and Wall Street.

Headquarters:
880 3rd Avenue, New York, NY 10022

Email: Info@factsinvestor.com

Telephone
(212) 896-1220

© 2016 FACTS® Asset Management LLC is a New Jersey Registered Investment Advisor.